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Introduction
• Due to COVID-19, universities require lecturers to switch online services using video

conferencing (VCT) technology (Mpungose, 2021).
• Zoom fatigue causes individuals to experience energy depletion, manifested in the

degradation of motivation when doing tasks and self-control (Bullock, 2022).
• One method that provides a solution to cognitive problems is hypnotherapy.
• Hypnotherapy is successful in overcoming psychosomatic disorders that are macro

or micro, such as; anxiety, stress, depression, and emotional instability, as well as
helping clients quit smoking and controlling pain in some patients with chronic
diseases (Prihantanto in (Annisa et al., 2019).

• This study will investigate hypnotherapy's effects on individuals with cognitive fatigue
symptoms due to zoom fatigue.



Literature Review
Hypnotherapy methods have been widely used and provide benefits for the symptoms of
certain diseases, including in research: "The use of hypnotherapy as a treatment for
functional stroke: A case series from a single centre in the UK" (Sanyal et al., 2022); "The
Effectiveness of Hypnotherapy in Reducing Stress Levels" (Alizamar et al., 2018); "The effects of
hypnotherapy compared to cognitive behavioural therapy in depression: a NIRS-study using
an emotional gait paradigm" (Haipt et al., 2022); "Efficacy of hypnotherapy compared to
cognitive behavioural therapy for mild to moderate depression - Results of a randomized
controlled rater-blind clinical trial" (Fuhr et al., 2021); "Mindfulness-Based Cognitive
Hypnotherapy and Skin Disorders”(Shenefelt, 2018)..

Research to hypnotherapy as method for reduce zoom fatigue has not been carried out.



Method
• This research used mixed methods case study

design
• It will involve ten respondents consisting of 5

men and five women who have given a written
consent form.

• The stimulus given to the respondent is audio
hypnotherapy compared to relaxation music.

• Data were collected by observing, recording,
and measuring EEG using Muse Headband
hardware and Muse Monitor software.

• From these devices, electrical signals will be
recorded in the brain through electrodes that
are installed based on the International System
10-20 points, namely: AF7, AF8, TP9, TP10, and FpZ
as reference points. Figure 1 The Extended International System 10-20

Electrode Placement



Findings and Discussion
Interpretation of PSD Data on Brain Waves After and Before Giving Hypnotherapy Stimulus.

Figure 1.1 Data 1-A (after being given a stimulus), 1-B (before being given a stimulus)



Findings and Discussion
Description of Channel Sensors With Muse the Brain Sensing Headband Device on Brain Waves After and Before
Given by Stimulus TherapyThe wave points consist of AF7, AF8, TP9, and TP10. The AF wave points focus on recording
the anterifrontal area, while the TP waves focus on recording the temporoparietal area

A (after being given a stimulus), B (before being given a stimulus)



Conclusion

• Giving a hypnotherapy stimulus encourages a spike in alpha waves in the 10 Hz
frequency range.

• The increase in alpha waves is also influenced by areas of the brain that have
functions in the control of sound, visual stimuli, regulation, and information
processing.
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